SPONTANEOUS PRODUCTIONS
in association with KIRKDALE BOOKSHOP PRESENTS

LOVE BITES AGAIN

An evening of short, comic plays on the theme of love and heartbreak, performed ‘script-in-hand’ by a professional cast

Produced & directed by JONATHAN KAUFMAN

“This company is making Sydenham a true cultural destination”
Emma Mallinder, SEE3

Saturday 17 February 2018, 8pm
UPSTAIRS AT THE SYDENHAM CENTRE,
44a Sydenham Rd, SE26 5QX

Main sponsor propertyworld
Following on from their first *Love Bites* show in 2014, Spontaneous Productions is back with more darkly comic tales of love and heartbreak by emerging playwrights from SE London. Expect romance, quirkiness and a soupçon of perversity...

The plays will be performed ‘script-in-hand’ by professional actors and the audience will get to vote for their favourite play on the night.

- How We Met by ALEX HEAD
- On Tiptoes by RACHEL FIRTH
- Second Honeymoon by JULIE PEAKMAN
- A Convenient Affair by JOHN HILL
- Bromantic Interlude by ANDY MARCHANT
- MW by WILLIAM PATTERSON
- The Boy James by MAUD DROMGOOLE
- The Credits by JAKE GUASTELLA
- King of Hearts by JANE WALKER

**DIRECTOR & PRODUCER**
Jonathan Kaufman

**SCRIPT CONSULTANT & ASSISTANT DIRECTOR**
Lucy Kaufman

**TICKETS**
£10 full price
£8 concessions
Show lasts approx 2 hrs inc interval

**ADULTS ONLY**

BOOK ONLINE AT:
spontaneousproductions.co.uk/love-bites-again

OR IN PERSON AT:
Kirkdale Bookshop,
272 Kirkdale, SE26 4RS
T: 020 8778 4701